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Abstract. We present a method to quantify the political legitimacy of
a populace using public Twitter data. First, we represent the notion of
legitimacy with respect to k-dimensional probabilistic topics, automat-
ically culled from the politically oriented corpus. The short tweets are
then converted to a feature vector in k-dimensional topic space. Lever-
aging sentiment analysis, we also consider the polarity of each tweet. Fi-
nally, we aggregate a large number of tweets into a final legitimacy score
(i.e., L-score) for a populace. To validate our proposal, we conduct an
empirical analysis on eight sample countries using related public tweets,
and find that some of our proposed methods yield L-scores strongly cor-
related with those reported by political scientists.

1 Introduction and Related Work

The term political legitimacy in political science refers to the acceptance of au-
thority by a law, government, or civil system, and has been the subject of exten-
sive study in the discipline. The concept is often viewed as “central to virtually
all of political science because it pertains to how power may be used in ways
that citizens consciously accept”[1]. As such, in political science, many propos-
als have been made to quantify the legitimacy of a populace. Some recent works
such as [1, 2] have been well received in the community. While useful, however,
such existing works are largely based on hand-picked small-size data from gov-
ernments or UN based on an ad hoc formula. Therefore, it is still challenging to
renew or expand the results from [1, 2] to other regions if there exist no reliable
base data. To address this limitation, in this research, we ask a research question
“if it is possible to quantify political legitimacy of a populace from social media
data”, especially using Twitter data. As a wealth of large-scale public tweets are
available for virtually all populaces, if such a quantification is plausible, the ap-
plication can be limitless. For instance, in the stochastic simulation environment
such as NOEM [3], a quantified legitimacy score forms one of important input
parameters. While there is currently no good way to synthetically generate a
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legitimacy score of a populace, one may be able to estimate it from the tweets
generated from or closely related to the populace.

In recent years the exploitation of social media such as Twitter and Facebook
to predict latent patterns, trends, or parameters has been extensively investi-
gated. For instance, [4] computationally tried to classify tweets into a set of
generic classes such as news, events, or private messages. In addition, [5–7] at-
tempted to track and analyze the status of public health via social media data.
Some even tried to predict stock market from public mood states collected from
Twitter [8]. Studies have also been carried out about the correlation between
tweets’ political sentiment and parties and politicians’ political positions [9, 10].
The case study about 2009 German federal election [9] reported a valid cor-
respondence between tweets’ sentiment and voters’ political preference. Such
studies also verify that the content of tweets plausibly reflects the political land-
scape of a state or region. Another paper [11] also aggregates text sentiment
from tweets to measure public opinions.

While closely related, our method focuses on quantifying the political legiti-
macy, that is related to not only politics and elections, but also other concepts
such as governments, laws, human rights, democracy, civil rights, justice sys-
tems, etc. To our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to computationally
quantify the political legitimacy of a populace from a large amount of big social
media data and conduct a correlation analysis against the results in political
science.

2 The Proposed Method

Our goal is to build and validate a model to accurately quantify the political
legitimacy score of a populace using tweet messages. The underlying assumption
is that some fraction of populace would occasionally express their opinions on
the status of political legitimacy. Two such examples are shown in Figure 1.

Let us use the term L-score

Fig. 1. Tweets related to legitimacy

to refer to the political legiti-
macy score of a populace, scaled
to a range of [0,10]. Then, our
overall method consists of three
steps: (1) identify and convert
relevant tweets into computable
feature space, (2) compute L-
score of each tweet, and (3) ag-
gregate L-scores to form a time

series and compute final L-score of a populace. This overall workflow is illustrated
in Figure 2.

2.1 Step 1: Vectorizing Tweets

Each tweet can be up to 140 characters but often very terse. The challenge of
this step is to be able to accurately capture and extract critical features from
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed method

states,war,international,military,soviet,state,f
oreign,crisis,force,security,domestic,united,n
uclear,power,strategy,threat,conflict,attack,fir
st,world,leaders,likely,decision,policy,defens
e,arms,two,relations,deterrence,american,str
ategic,press,costs,university,balance,bargain
ing,peace,behavior,relative,forces,threats,int
erests,challenger,system,ing,crises,national,
politics,con,country,tion,three,science,import
ant,union,second,capabilities,political,gains 

Concept: War 

vote,election,party,presidential,candidates,el
ections,candidate,voters,campaign,political,v
oting,incumbent,american,republican,democ
ratic,electoral,science,model,congressional,s
enate,partisan,house,effects,incumbents,effe
ct,table,results,data,state,variables,identificat
ion,review,two,national,spending,variable,par
tisanship,change,time,democrats,president,a
nalysis,challenger,new,year,voter,tion,suppor
t,approval,challengers,personal,reagan 

Concept: Election 

Fig. 3. Two prominent topics found from political science journal articles

short tweets that can indicate the opinion of a writer toward the status of legit-
imacy. Since there is no widely-accepted “computable” definition of legitimacy,
we assume that the notion of political legitimacy is related to k-dimensional
topics such as justice system, human rights, democracy, government, etc. While
treating k as a tunable parameter in experiments, then, we simply attempt to
represent each tweet as a k-dimensional vector, where the score in each dimen-
sion indicates the relevance of the tweet to the corresponding topic. Further, we
use a dictionary of k dimension where each dimension (i.e., topic) contains a set
of keywords belonging to the topic. Finally, we run a probabilistic topic mod-
eling technique such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [12] over politically
oriented corpus1 and build such a k-dimensional dictionary.

Figure 3 illustrates two example topics found by LDA and prominent key-
words within each topic (the labels such as “war” and “election” are manually
assigned). Note that, although found automatically, such topics represent the
main themes of the corpus reasonably well and can be viewed as related to the
legitimacy. In addition, prominent keywords within each topic also make sense.
Therefore, if a tweet mentions many keywords found in either topic, then the
tweet is used to quantify the legitimacy. Suppose k topics are first manually
selected and corresponding keywords in each topic are found using LDA. Imag-
ine a k-dimensional dictionary such that a membership of a keyword can be

1 http://topics.cs.princeton.edu/polisci-review/

http://topics.cs.princeton.edu/polisci-review/
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quickly checked. For instance, one can check if the keyword “military” exists in
the “war” dimension of the dictionary. Furthermore, suppose each keyword, w,
in the dictionary is assigned an importance score, I(w). In practice, a frequency-
based score or LDA-computed probability score can be used to measure the
importance of keywords. For instance, an importance of a word can be com-

puted using the following frequency-based formula: I(w) = freq(w)√
1+(freq(w))2

. Using

this data structure of the k-dimensional dictionary, we can convert tweets into
vectors and then compute the L-score.

With such a topic dictionary, we can convert each tweet into a k-dimensional
vector by checking membership of words in each dimension. Assume that a tweet,
t, is pre-processed using conventional natural language processing (NLP) tech-
niques such as stemming and represented as a bag-of-words, w, with n words:
t ⇒ w = {w1, w2, · · · , wn}. Then, the k-dimensional vector representation of a
tweet, vt, is:

vt ∈ Rk = [α1

∑
∀m1∈|w∩D1|

I(m1), · · · , αk

∑
∀mk∈|w∩Dk|

I(mk)]

such that
∑k

1 αi = 1, Di refers to the i-th dimension of the dictionary, and αi

is the weighting parameter for the relative importance of the i-th dimension.

2.2 Step 2: Computing L-Scores of Tweets

The intuition to compute L-score of a tweet is that when a tweet either positively
or negatively mentions keywords related to k-dimensions of the legitimacy, their
“strength” can be interpreted as the legitimacy score. The L-score of the tweet,
L−score(t), is then defined as the magnitude (i.e., L2-norm) of vt, with the sign
guided by the sentiment of the tweet t–Δsent. Suppose vt = (x1, ..., xk). Then,

L− score(vt) = Δsent‖vt‖ = Δsent

√
x2
1 + · · ·+ x2

k

where Δsent indicates a [−1, 1] range of sentiment polarity score of the tweet.
Note that an alternative to this single Δsent per tweet is to allow for different
sentiment polarity per dimension,Δi , in each tweet. However, in our preliminary
study, as typical tweets are rather short and there are usually simply not enough
information to determine different polarity score per dimension, we maintain a
single sentiment score per tweet.

2.3 Step 3: Aggregating L-Scores of Tweets

Once the L-score has been computed for all tweets, we next need to aggre-
gate all the L-scores per some “group” and determine the representative L-score
of the group. One example grouping constraint can be a region (e.g., country
such as Egypt or city such as Detroit). Suppose we want to aggregate all L-
scores of the day d. Assuming the distribution of the daily L-scores follow the
Gaussian Distribution, then, we compute the mean L-score of the day and apply
the interval-based Z-score normalization, similar to [13], to the L-score.
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Table 1. L-scores published in [2]

Country Score Country Score Country Score Country Score

Norway 7.97 Japan 6.13 India 5.21 Bulgaria 3.21
Canada 7.26 Thailand 5.89 France 5.03 Peru 3.44
Vietnam 7.07 United States 5.83 Brazil 4.68 Iran 2.04
New Zealand 6.78 South Africa 5.45 Slovenia 4.33
Spain 6.64 China 5.36 Turkey 3.96

Collecting such normalized L-scores over a time interval, finally, we derive a time
series and employ standard time series analysis techniques to either compute the
overall representative score of the entire time series, or predict future L-scores.
For instance, in the current implementation, we used both moving average (MA)
and auto-regressive MA (ARMA) models.

3 Empirical Validation

Since there is no ground truth to L-scores of populaces, as an alternative, we aim
to see “if our method yields L-scores of populaces similar to those reported in [2].”
For instance, Table 1 shows example L-scores reported in [2]. This, computed
from UN and WHO data, is widely accepted in political science community. We
chose eight countries with varying L-scores in [2]–i.e., Brazil, Iran, China, Japan,
Norway, Spain, Turkey, and USA. We prepared two sets of data: (1) Geo dataset
contains tweets generated within the bounding box of the geo-coordinates of
each country of interest, and (2) Keyword dataset contains tweets that men-
tion terms related to each country (e.g., a hash tag of “#USA”), regardless
of their geo-coordiates. From 9/28/2013 to 11/6/2013, we collected a total of
300,450 tweets using Twitter streaming API that are written in English, and
relatively meaningful (e.g., terse tweets with less than 4 words or location-based
tweets having the form of “I’m at location” are removed). Figure 4, for instance,
shows the geo-coordinates of tweets in the Geo dataset for USA and China.
Table 2 summarizes tweets that we used in the experiments. We first present the
aggregated mean L-score of crawled tweets during the monitored period.

(a) USA (b) China

Fig. 4. Geo-cordinates of tweets in Geo datasets
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Table 2. Summary of crawled tweets

# Keyword tweets # Geo tweets # Filtered Geo Tweets

Brazil 10,924 18,788 14,715

China 17,848 8,060 7,569

Iran 51,743 9,600 6,594

Japan 13,112 9,948 9,427

Norway 6,561 5,633 5,554

Spain 15,845 13,094 12,477

Turkey 13,281 38,187 14,634

USA 28,801 39,025 38,662

(a) L-scores of Geo dataset (b) L-scores of Keyword dataset

Fig. 5. Aggregated mean L-scores

Several factors are studied that may affect the final L-score. First, the num-
ber of topics obtained from LDA may play an important role in quantifying
tweets’ score. We tried different number of topics from 4 to 20, and the results
are shown in Figure 5, where Dict4 means result from dictionary with 4 topics.
Note that the range of the L-scores are rescaled to [0, 10] to be compliant with the
results of [2]. We can see that different number of topics lead to slightly different
L-scores on both Geo and Keyword datasets. Studies are also carried out to see
the impact of granularity of sentiment analysis in calculating L-scores. While
previous results are calculated using sentiment polarity scaled in range [−1, 1],
we also tested with only extreme sentiment values of {−1, 1}. However, the L-
scores using this extreme sentiment values show little difference. Figure 6 shows
time-series of 4 countries using 4 LDA topics on Geo and Keyword datasets. In
most cases, L-scores estimated from Geo tweets match better than those esti-
mated from keyword tweets. Note that compared to L-score of [2], our estimation
of L-score matches well for some countries but poor for others (e.g., Norway).

To see the overall correlation with [2], we computed the Pearson correlation co-
efficient (PCC) [14] between the L-scores of all of our methods (using different
number of topics or sentiment values) and [2]. As shown in Table 3, the best per-
former is the Dict4 over Geo dataset. With the coefficient value of 0.7997887 (P-
value = 0.01717), we can claim a significant correlation between L-score computed
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(a) Brazil (b) Japan

(c) Norway (d) USA

Fig. 6. L-score time series of 4 countries with 4 LDA topics on Geo dataset

Table 3. PCC values between L-scores of our proposed methods and [2]

Keyword Geo Keyword-Extreme Geo-Extreme

Dict4 0.203461755 0.799788652 0.214170058 -0.452748888

Dict8 0.472864444 0.233350916 0.401502605 -0.538886828

Dict16 -0.063411723 0.375603634 0.27090464 -0.594296533

Dict20 0.070540651 0.307136136 0.188031801 -0.631019398

usingDict4 and Geo dataset and that reported in [2]. This discovery also indicates
that tweets directly generated from the territory of a region (i.e., Geo dataset) is a
better source to quantify L-score than those conceptually related to a region (i.e.,
Keyword dataset).

4 Conclusion

We study the problem of quantifying political legitimacy of a populace based on
public Twitter data. We propose a solution that converts short tweet text mes-
sages into a number of topic dimensions using probabilistic topic modeling. We
leverage sentiment analysis to evaluate polarity of each tweet, and aggregate a
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large number of tweets into the final legitimacy score of a populace. Our experi-
ments over real tweets collected about eight countries reveal that some
configuration of our proposal shows a strong correlation to results reported in po-
litical science community. Despite the promising result, there are a set of limita-
tions to our study: (1) To derive a more definite conclusion on the validity of our
proposedmethod in quantifying the legitimacy, a more comprehensive experiment
is needed–e.g., more number of countries, larger tweet datasets, or topics derived
from different corpus; (2) While [2] is a reasonable “beta” ground truth for our
study, there is no formal analysis why or how accurate it is. As such, more corre-
lation analysis of our proposal using different methods to compute the legitimacy
is needed; (3) In addition to social media such as Twitter, other large-scale data
can be used as a source of legitimacy. For instance, a dataset such as GDELT2

contains a large-scale rich data on world-wide conflicts and can be used to infer
the legitimacy status expressed by a populace.
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